1. Have you heard of Digger Drive?

- Yes
- No

1. Have you heard of Digger Drive?

479 responses

- Yes: 91.4%
- No: 8.6%
2. If you have heard of Digger Drive, how did you hear about it?

- Social media (34.2%)
- Posters/flyers/stickers (25.8%)
- My friend told me (16.3%)
- At events/tabling (23.8%)

442 responses
If you haven't heard about Digger Drive, here's a short blurb: "Digger Drive is a Safe Ride Program designed to be a free, non-judgmental service for Mines students that require a ride home under circumstances where their planned mode of transportation is compromised."

3. There's a waiver to use Digger Drive. Select the option which best represents why you haven't filled it out yet.

- It's too hard to find
- It's too complicated
- I didn't know about it or Digger Drive
- I don't plan on using the service
- I keep forgetting but I want to
- I have! I'm ready to ride

3. There's a waiver to use Digger Drive. Select the option which best represents why you haven't filled it out yet.

452 responses
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